"I was fascinated by your playing on and with the surface, the pen, the
collage, the trompe l'oeil, getting me "in and out" the meticulous filling
of the space, the definition of the patterns and the fantastic
"architecture" in the composition of each piece. It is a wonderful show. I
thought of how your work can be defined as abstract, but it is not,
because of how dramatically organic it is, for how much the flesh and
skin, under the pattern is revealed, like blood pumped within. However,
when you look close, it is flat and it is paper, pattern and vibration."
Elena Berriolo
2015
" Dee Shapiro has created a jewel-toned crop of works on paper that are as
beguiling as they are amusing and deviant. Shapiro's work traces its roots
to the pattern-and-decoration movement of the 70's. Influenced by both
feminism and with the Fibonaci progression, which dictates te design of
organisms..., her early art consisted of ornate, textile-like patterns.
...the innocent playfullness of Shapiro's latest images–and their
ornamental quality–insures that these provocative pieces charm rather than
titillate."
Pheobe Hoban
2012
"Shapiro has been drawing small her entire career. In the landscape work
of the last several years, she has compressed a CinemaScope vision into
diminutive scale. The resulting images , in exquisite detail, contains as
much information as you might expect from much larger paintings. What
differs is our proximity to it. Shapiro compels us to look at her work
close up. The absence of monumentality, like the ambiguous narrative,
pulls us in, encouraging a personal exchange with the work. When we
approach, we come to occupy the painting, physically, with our own size."
James Panero
2010
"Consider Natrue and its repeated, interwoven and balanced complexity,
every small bone, vein, twig and cell of which works in endlessly
contained and perfect harmony. What has Art to do with that? Certainly no
way for Art to reproduce Nature in any of its parts and manifestations.
And if it tries, then Art becomes explanation and loses all its artistic
hope and intent. But Art also always gets triggered by showing something
that Nature contains and, once discovered, reflects. How then to
distinguish the two, the miracle mechanics of Nature that create such
wonder and the birth-pang of Art from which all passion comes? Art, when
it exists, always shows more that can be seen. The artist, whether
consciously or not, observes, digetsts the Nature around him then creates
in the same respresentation the seen that is and the unseen that is. So
look at Dee Shapiro's Art and see, ... the truth that shows and the truth
that does not. An then in these huge little paintings you have it all.
William Louis-Dreyfus
2002

